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Test yourself before the ARDMS tests you! OB/GYN Sonography Review illuminates the facts and

principles on which you will be tested, hones your test-taking skills, and reveals your strengths and

weaknesses by exam topic. Based precisely on the ob/gyn specialty exam outline published by

ARDMS, this new review contains 520 registry-like questions together with answers, clear

explanations, and quick references for further study. More than 100 image-based cases prepare

you to tackle the images on the exam. Coverage includes obstetrics (first through third trimesters,

placenta, assessment of gestational age, and complications), gynecology (normal pelvic anatomy,

physiology, pediatric, infertility/endocrinology, postmenopausal, pelvic and extra pelvic pathology),

patient care, patient preparation, and technique (all in the same proportion as the exam itself). Why

are our mock exams so popular and effective? Because they contain the same kinds of

thought-provoking questions you will find on the real exam! Approved for 12 hours of continuing

medical education (CME) credit by the Society of Diagnostic Medical Sonography (SDMS).
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The Q&A OB/GYN study guide book was very helpful in preparing me for the ARDMS test. I recently

passed my test by studying this book along with a textbook. You will acquire knowledge while

testing yourself. I recommend using this review book in combination with a good textbook. Good

Luck!!!



I love this book it was very helpful and easy to understand. If you study hard this book and green

Edelman ESP ob/gyn book you will be fine to pass the ARDMS ob/gyn exam :) I passed with high

score studying only these books. In addition you can use your own notes.

I found this book helpful in the last stages of my studying. I didn't find multiple questions to be wrong

though according to text books that I had. I attended the Edelman conference and highly

recommend that along with this book. I just passed my Obgyn boards for ARDMS wirh a pretty

decent score :-)

This is a great resource--of course not a replacement for diligent study for the ARDMS but there

were many questions on the exam that were identical or nearly so. Very helpful to use AFTER you

have studied well.

The book was OK but I didn't realize it was just questions. So if Your studying and looking for

explanations or actual reading material along w/ questions your barking up the wrong tree. This

book is just full of question.

I recently purchased this book to help prepare myself for the OB/GYN registry. I did pass my registry

with the help of this book, however its spiral construction could be reconsidered. The spiral binding

on my book broke in several places leaving pages to fall out if not careful.

This review is an excellent tool for me and my students. We can be reasonable sure about our

knoweledge and what we have to know about the ob-gyn ultrasound examination.

I found that the images in the book were not as clear as the previous book, the Sub headings in the

answer section did not coincide with the questions, which makes it confusing, it was a good thing

that I was familiar with the information to know the difference and that the questions were off. It was

as though the book was recopied on a not so good copier.
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